This article collects data on doctoral theses in French cinema since the early 1970s through to 2002. The data has been collected from a variety of sources: for France, the Service de l'Agence Bibliographique de l'Enseignement Supérieur (SUDOC); for the USA, UMI Dissertation Abstracts; and for Great Britain and Ireland, the Index of Theses (ASLIB) . 1 There are just over 380 doctoral theses collected; some theses are the French Doctorat d'État, rather than the PhD equivalent (the thèse de troisième cycle); this explains, for example, why there are two theses by Jean-Pierre BertinMaghit. Both of these, the Doctorat d'État and the thèse de troisième cycle, were replaced in 1985 by a single doctorat nouveau régime, akin to the PhD thesis. A word of caution is appropriate, however. The list is unlikely to be complete, first because not all theses on French cinema will have been included in these three databases; second, because the databases do not always give abstracts. This is particularly true of the French database; I have erred on the side of caution when listing theses whose titles were not clearly linked to French cinema, and may well have omitted a significant number. At best, then, what follows should be taken as a snapshot of research into French cinema in France, the USA, Great Britain and Canada in the last 30 years or so.
The theses are listed by the author's name in the table in Appendix 1. The table also gives the year in which the thesis was awarded, key words (which tend to be the names of directors, even when the thesis is on a specific film or films), and the awarding institution. There are number of other Appendices in the form of tables and a graph. The text which precedes the Appendices is presented as a set of brief points whose aim is to present a clear summary of trends in research into French cinema based on the various Appendices. Percentages have been rounded up or down for ease of reading.
Looking back a) First theses
• The first doctoral thesis incorporating work on French cinema appears to be Judith Gollub's work on the interface between Nouveau Roman and Nouvelle Vague (1966, University of California, Los Angeles).
• The first US thesis to be fully focused on cinema was Dudley Andrew's work on André Bazin (1972, Iowa).
• The first French thesis appeared the same year as Dudley Andrew's; it was by the late Alain Virmaux on the Surrealist and avant-garde habit of writing filmscripts for films which were never made (1972, Paris 4).
• The first British thesis was by Ginette Vincendeau (1985, East Anglia) on the popular cinema of the 1930s.
b) Numerical and geographical spread of theses
• 26 theses were awarded in the 1970s, 78 in the 1980s, and 176 in the 1990s.
• There have been at least 10 theses per annum since 1991. The number went over 20 in 1997, and over 30 in 1998. • 14 out of 104 institutions have awarded five or more theses.
• Those 14 institutions have awarded 52% of the total number of theses (200 out of 383).
• The top five institutions quantitatively are Paris 1 (40, or 20% of the top 14 and 10% of the total worldwide); Paris 3 (38; 19%; 10%); New York University (21; 11%; 6%); Toulouse 2 (15; 8%; 4%); Iowa (15; 8%; 4%).
• Unsurprisingly, France has the greatest share worldwide (185 theses out of 383, or 48%); but this is followed closely by the USA (148; 39%). Great Britain has 19, or 5%.
c) Directors studied
The most popular director is Godard; 32 theses are devoted wholly or partly to his work. There are approx 10 theses on Godard in each of the 1980s and 1990s, and no less than 6 already in the 00s. Interest in Godard is evenly shared between France and the USA, who have 10 theses each. The other major directors are:
• Renoir 22; 7 in the 1980s and 12 in the 1990s
• Bresson 15; all but 3 of these were awarded since 1990
• Truffaut 14; like Godard, evenly spread over the 1980s and 1990s, but with as many theses again --6--in the first two years of the 00s • Resnais 11; evenly spread over the 1980s and 1990s 
d) Periods studied
There are a number of theses on the period of the 1930s (7), or on the Nouvelle Vague more generally (7). When amalgamated with the relevant directors, these two periods remain consistently the most researched periods in French cinema. The Nouvelle Vague is in top position with over 60 theses (depending on the status of the work on Resnais and Varda) . Surprisingly, though, major NouvelleVague directors are underresearched in comparison with Godard and Truffaut: Demy, Rivette, and Rohmer only have two theses each, and Chabrol no doctoral theses (although there are a couple of MA dissertations).
e) Film theory
Film theory remains a focal point of interest (24, or 6%): Bazin (13), Metz (6), Epstein (4), with one thesis on Mitry and another on Cohen-Seat. However, this work tends to be focused in the late 1970s and 1980s, with the exception of interest in Jean Epstein (a more recent trend).
f) Recent trends
• Industry. A major and relatively recent interest has been a variety of aspects of the film industry (30). In this category we find a strong focus on distribution and marketing (8), economic issues (7), legal issues (5), and relationships with television in the wider audiovisual arena (2). Most of the work has occurred since 1990 (18), with no less than 6 theses in the year 2000.
• Francophone and colonial cinemas. Francophone cinemas form a large proportion of the total (27, or 7%), with six specifically on the cinema of Quebec; this sometimes overlaps with regional cinema issues (5). All three of these topics (Francophone, Quebec, regional) began appearing in the late 1980s; the focus on colonial cinema (5) began in the mid-1990s.
• Cinema and society. This includes documentary films (9), as well as more general topics concerning cinema and society (9). This latter category began appearing in the early 1990s, and is a catch-all category, which includes, amongst others, theses on representations of the police, the PCF, AIDS and food in the cinema.
• Music and soundtrack studies, which started with 2 late 1970s theses, began in earnest in the mid-1990s (3 each).
• The relationship between Hollywood and the French national cinema, has become more prominent since the mid-1990s (5).
Looking ahead
I have also looked at theses which are currently being worked on in Great Britain and France. There are 231; the details for most of these are gleaned from the fichier central des thèses, the centralised list of current theses on the website of the University of Paris 10 (Nanterre); current theses in the USA are not listed because a centralised list does not to my knowledge exist. Current theses can be found in Appendix 5, where I have listed only those undertaken since 1990. The reason for this has to do with the average time taken to complete a thesis. Statistics provided by the French Ministry for Education suggest that the average completion period for a doctoral thesis is four years; in fact, a comparison of thesis start-and end-dates suggests that most French theses on the cinema are completed on average in five-six years. Theses started in the 1980s are therefore statistically unlikely to come to fruition. A census of current theses beginning in 1990 should capture the majority of projects likely to come to fruition. A note of caution is in order, however. Some of those listed here may never be completed; the trends outlined here are therefore potentially unreliable. Nevertheless, even if at best they only indicate what young scholars wish to work on, rather than actual contributions to knowledge, they are still a useful indicator of future trends.
a) Annual registrations
Apart from 1991 and 1993 when the number of theses registered in France (figures for Great Britain are unreliable) was in single figures, most of the remaining years have seen at least 15 a year, with several years going into the 20s (1995: 25; 1996: 21; 1998: 24; 2000: 22) . See Appendix 6.
b) Numerical and geographical spread of theses
There are 211 registered in France (91%), and 20 in Great Britain (9%). Predictably, Paris universities have the lion's share, with 123 (53%), and within Paris the proportions are similar to those for completed theses: Paris 1 (46), Paris 3 (43), Paris 8 (13), Paris 10 (12), Paris 7 (8). Where the provincial universities are concerned, Toulouse (11), Aix-Marseille (9), Lyon 2 (7) have been overtaken by Nancy 2 (22) and Montpellier (11), with Caen (8), Strasbourg (7) and Rennes 2 (6) showing strong development in postgraduate research.
c) Directors studied
Godard is again the most studied director (15). The most significant change here though is that Bresson (6), Duras (2), Renoir (6), Resnais (6) and Truffaut (5), previously the most-studied directors after Godard, have been joined by directors who either did not figure at all previously, or only just figured, such as Eustache (4), Garrel (3), Guédiguian (3), Marker (6), Pialat (6), Rivette (4), Sautet (3), Tati (5). Even Chabrol, with not a single thesis devoted to his work in a thirty-year period, is now being worked on.
d) Trends previously identified
Whereas film theory seemed important in the 1970s and 80s, very little work is now being done in this area, with the exception of an interest in Deleuze (2). The themes I outlined in the section on recent trends for completed theses remain, but there are sometimes significant differences:
• Industry. If production and distribution issues are still a strong focus, there is a new emphasis on what we could call paratextual activities, such as the work of the Cinémathèque, the ciné-clubs, the festivals, the 1920s cinema press, and publicity stills.
• Cinema and society. There are once again a number of theses with an anthropological focus. However, there is a less heteroclite focus on broad social issues, and a stronger focus on cinema and politics (6), or on directors who might be considered political such as Marker. There is also a new focus in this area on the cinéma de banlieue (3).
• The relationship between French national cinema and other national cinemas. Although the relationship between French and US cinema remains (6), work is now being done on the relationship with other national cinemas, such as Great Britain (1), Germany (1), but more particularly Italy (3).
e) New developments
• Silent cinema. Whereas there had only been a couple of theses focusing directly on the silent cinema in the list of completed theses (1981 and 2001) , there has been a marked increase since 1990 with 7 theses on different aspects of the silent cinema, whether issues to do with sound/music (2), or genre (1), or more historical studies, such as the relationship between French and German silent cinema (1), or the cinema press (1). Again, this new development corresponds to scholarly publications in the USA and France in particular (see Abel 2001).
• Star studies. Until now, there has been very little work on stars (only 2 theses, both focusing on Jean Marais). However, this appears to be changing, since there are 4 theses in preparation on stars (Signoret and Léaud in Great Britain; Deneuve and the jeunes premiers 1955-65 in France).
• Popular cinema. French cinema studies is often said to be relatively uninterested in genre studies. Although there are couple of theses on the polar or police thriller, work on comedy is confined to director studies, particularly Tati, as was the case for completed theses. However, there is a new focus on popular directors more generally, such as Autant-Lara, Jacques Becker, Christian-Jaque (2), Guitry, and Le Chanois. These last two new developments correspond to publications in these areas. For star studies, for example, there is in the UK Vincendeau 2000, and Hayward and Leahy's work on Signoret (2000 Signoret ( , 2001 Signoret ( , 2002 
